Planning, scheduling and execution techniques have been successfully applied on several NASA missions to coordinate onboard spacecraft behavior with little or no communication with ground (Chien, et al, 2005; Jonsson, et al., 2000). Further, technology to support the onboard handling of opportunistic science measurements is being applied on several spacecraft including the Mars Exploration Rover Mission (Castano, et al., 2007a; Estlin, et al., 2009). Based on the success of these applications, a new paradigm of space science campaigns is now being investigated where opportunistic science observations are autonomously coordinated between multiple spacecraft. This paper describes technology to support this new paradigm and specifically illustrates how science observations can be cross-cued between a surface asset, such as a rover or lander, and an orbiter.

In this paradigm, opportunistic science detections can be cued by either asset where the second asset is requested to take additional observations characterizing the identified surface feature or event. This type of coordination will enable a number of science campaigns not possible with present technology. Multiple spacecraft assets already exist for Mars and are planned for several other planetary bodies including Titan (where plans call for an orbiter, aerobot and potentially a surface rover or lander) and the moon (where plans currently include several orbiters as well as multiple surface vehicles). Some examples of applications for this paradigm on Mars include the orbital detection and in-situ characterization of ice geysers, trace gases, seismic events, and surface changes, such as new gullies and dark slope streaks (which are shown in Figure 1). These features are not fully understood by scientists and data taken close after their appearance is considered highly valuable. Extensive atmospheric campaigns can also be conducted to characterize dust devils, clouds and dust opacity using simultaneous orbiter and surface asset observations. Figure 2 shows a dust-devil captured by the MER rovers and dust-devil tracks captured by the Mars Odyssey orbiter. Simultaneous observations by multiple assets have been taken in flight; for example, Mars Global Surveyor TES (Thermal Emission Spectrometer) measurements and MER Mini-TES measurements have been coordinated in the past to take lower and upper atmospheric measurements at the same time. However, these measurements only occurred after labor-intensive manual coordination by the two operations teams. Coordinated asset campaigns are applicable to a number of platforms, including orbiters, landers, rovers, and aerobots.
To trigger a dust-devil detection in the JPL Mars Yard, a rover dust-devil detected is used (Castatno, et al., 2005). To trigger a dust-devil detection in the JPL Mars Yard, a secondary robot was used to create motion in different areas of the yard which would trigger a detection.

In November 2008, a multi-asset demonstration was performed in the JPL Mars Yard, which highlighted an atmosphere science campaign where a dynamic short-lived event, (e.g., dust-devil), is detected and characterized by two hardware platforms. To showcase the breadth of this type of campaign, two different scenarios were used. One part of the demonstration showed the detection of a dust-devil like motion by a rover, which then cued an orbital testbed (located also at the Mars Yard for this demonstration) to further characterize the dust-devil by taking additional observations of the dust-devil area on its next overpass. A second part of the demonstration showed the detection of dust-devil like motion by the orbital platform, which then cued a rover to temporarily suspend its current drive activities, point its mast camera at the location where the dust-devil was last observed, acquire an image of the location, and then resume its drive. This scenario highlights how landed assets could be cued or awoken when a surface event, such as a dust devil, is coming into range.

To display online results during the demonstration, a Google Earth application (shown in Figure 3) was devised that displayed science events as they are detected as well as spacecraft camera field-of-views and acquired imagery.
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Footnote: 1 Note, for identification of surface dust-devils, the MER rover dust-devil detected is used (Castatno, et al., 2005).

